
Cura™

family of seating

IM#: 15-0013025



Physical + Emotional Comfort

A passive flex frame encourages 
movement and accommodates subtle 
adjustments and nervous energy.

Choice + Variety

The Cura family is available in multiple 
frame styles, back heights and seat 
widths. A coordinating ottoman can be 
added to increase comfort.

Durable + Cleanable

CuraNet integrated suspension provides 
additional support and breathable comfort. 
Components are designed for easy cleaning 
and are field replaceable to extend the 
useful life of the chair.

Healthy Movement

Refined ergonomics and a distinctive flexing frame make Cura™ seating ideal 

for patient rooms, treatment spaces and family waiting areas – places where 

it’s important to increase comfort and relieve anxiety. Cura features a curved 

back that encourages proper upper and lower back posture.

A variety of mesh and upholstery options allows Cura to complement nearly 

any environment. 

IM#: 15-0013443  |  SM: CURA HIGH-BACK CHAIR WITH SLED BASE, PROMESSA SEAT, TABLET ARM AND URETHANE ARM CAPS (ASH, PLATINUM METALLIC); CURA OTTOMAN (PROMESSA ASH, 
PLATINUM METALLIC); SONATA SINGLE-SIDED MEDIA UNIT WITH SOLID SURFACE TOP, CUSHION TOP BENCH WITH OPEN STORAGE AND WARDROBE (CLEAR MAPLE, BISQUE, BRISA ASH)
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STATEMENT OF LINE

SUSTAINABILITYSURFACE MATERIALS

Cura is made with 29% recycled content, is designed to withstand the 
demands of healthcare cleaning protocols and is 93% recyclable at 
the end of its long lifespan. It may contribute to LEED certification for 
recycled content, regional materials, indoor environmental air quality, 
furniture and medical furnishings, and sustainable purchasing.

PEOPLE. PLANET. PROFIT.

By rethinking our business systems and designing our products to avoid 
negative impacts on humans and the environment, we contribute to a 
sustainable future for the planet and its people. We commit to advance 
our practices through continuous learning and building partnerships with 
our customers, business partners and environmental thought leaders to 
optimize our performance and contribute to the science and practice 
of sustainability.

TO FIND OUT MORE VISIT 
WWW.STEELCASE.COM/SUSTAINABILITY

Mid-back sled/ 
four-leg base

Overall depth 24 1/2"
Overall width 26"/29"
Overall height 40 1/2"
Seat depth 19"
Seat width 21"/24"
Seat height 18 1/2"
Arm height 25 3/4"

High-back sled/ 
four-leg base

Overall depth 24 1/2"
Overall width 26"/29"
Overall height 48"
Seat depth 19"
Seat width 21"/24"
Seat height 18 1/2"
Arm height 25 3/4"

Ottoman

Overall depth 18 1/4"
Overall width 16"
Overall height 12 1/4"

Cura seat is available with CuraNet mesh, Promessa or other fabric. CuraNet 
mesh is standard on the back. Promessa is standard for the headrest.

PAINT

 Sand

 Champagne 
 Metallic

 Platinum Metallic

 Black

THERMOFORM 
(Tablet arm)

 Sand

PLASTIC

 Sterling Dark

FABRIC 
(CuraNet and 
Promessa)

 Aquamarine

 Lily Pad

 Cocoa

 Ash

 Camel

 Ebony

Colors are representative and may vary slightly from actual material.

For more information on these and other finishes, fabrics and options, 
visit us online to view our surface materials tools and Specification Guide.

WOOD

 Clear Maple

 Blonde on Maple

 Almond Cherry

 Clear Cherry

 Graphite Walnut

 Medium Cherry

 Dark Rum Cherry

 Shiraz Cherry

 Clear Walnut

 Natural Walnut
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